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U.S. air strength
builds in Vietnam
By Fred S. Hoffman
AP Military Writer

WASHINGTON iAPi - The I'mted
States is raising its air power strength
in Southeast Asia another notch, a
possible prelude to an intensilied
bombing campaign aimed at halting the
North Vietnamese offensive
Pentagon spokesman Jerry W
Fnedheim told newsmen yesterdav
that some additional land-based U S
war planes will be sent to the war zone
I'e provided no details, but other
sources indicate the reinlorcements
will fly from the United Stales
The move was announced soon after
MAGI negotiations in Pans broke down
again and amid a battle!leld crisis in
South Vietnam
KRIEDHKIM did not link these

events to the new air buildup, but
described the reinforcement as part of
an over-all plan to make sure Gen
C'reighton W. Abrams has available to
him all the air and naval assets he
needs to protect remaining troops, in
assist South Vietnamese in repelling
the offensive
The additional war planes will
increase to- about 300 the number of
1
I S fighter-bombers and bombers
ordered to South Vietnam. Thailand
and Guam since early April when the
North Vietnamese assault was
gathering speed
Overall, the action will boost I S
land-based and carrier-based planes in
the war theater to more than 800
Fnedheim mentioned that some
additional naval ships are on their way
to Southeast Asia
Since these

Federal judge sets
new election dote
COLUMBUS «AP« - A federal judge
granted yesterday a new voting date
for 16 Cleveland area precincts as Sen
Hubert H. Humphrey took firm hold of
57 first-ballot Democratic convention
votes
Humphrey was in a good position to
gain at least 20 more votes Sen
George McGovern held 27 convention
votes and led in balloting for 36 others
in Ohio's 153-vote delegation
U.S. District Court Judge Frank J
Baltisti set next Tuesday as election
day in 16 Cuyahoga County precincts
which never opened last Tuesday He
acted at the request of Joseph Cipolone.
county board of elections director
Humphrey won Ohio's 38 al-largc
delegates
Other delegates were
determined on the basis of returns in
each of the slate's congressional
districts.
Thirteen convention votes went to
favorite sons. Reps. Wayne Hays in the

18th District and Louis Stokes in the 21st
District
Voting machine trouble and other
snafus kept polling places from opening
last Tuesday in six precincts in
Cleveland and 10 in the city's suburbs
Several other polling places opened
hours after
the 6 30 am
opening, but in these precincts the
scheduled 6:30 p m closing time was
extended until 1159 p in when Judge
Battisti acted on a motion filed on
Humphrey's behalf.
Earlier Thursday, before acting on
the election board's motion. Battisti
said he had no jurisdiction in a suit hied
on behalf of McGovern
With 95 per cent of the votes counted
for the 38 at-large delegates.
Humphrey had 457.405 votes to 434.053
for McGovern
Sen Henry W Jackson of Washington
had 88,963 votes. Sen Edmund S
Muskie of Maine 98.252 and former Sen
Eugene McCarthy of Minnesota 24.595

movements have already been
disclosed in recent weeks. Friedheim's
references to them indicated no new
departures are planned at least for the
lime being
A FIFTH aircraft carrier arrived off
Vietnam this week, along with
escorting destroyers This raised to
about 60 the number ol American naval
vessels operating in those waters, at
least equaling the number there in 1968
at the Vietnam war's peak.
The Pentagon Wednesday sent a high
level mission to South Vietnam to
determine what additional military
•rail aid Saigon forces needed
Fnedheim confirmed the arrival in
South Vietnam of a giant CS transport
plane carrying three M-48 medium
tanks to replace some of South
Vietnam's tank losses
FRIEDHEIM displayed pictures ol a
variety of heavy Soviet-built weapons
which he said have shown up in South
Vietnam for the first time Included
were T54 and T34 medium tanks, long
range artillery and sophisticated
antiaircraft guns
Meanwhile. South Vietnamese
paratroopers
launched
the
government's first counterattack
yesterday since the North Vietnamese
opened their spring of tensive.
The counterattack in the central
highlands was designed to end the
isolation by road of Kontum. the
provincial capital (hat is expected to be
the first objective when the enemy's
expected big push comes there
SEVERAL HUNDRED government
parachute troops made a combat
assault between the cities of Kontum
and Pleiku in an effort to clear the Chu
Ha mountain pass on Highway 14 The
cutting of this road interrupted the flow
of supplies and troops from Pleiku to
Kontum.
From Pleiku. Associated Press
correspondent David J Paine reported
that the paratroopers engaged the
enemy shortly after pouring out of their
helicopters eight miles south of
Kontum and 19 miles north of Pleiku
The fighting still was going on at
nightfall
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Memorial
march

Approximately 600 persons participated in a moratorium march from campus
to the downtown area last night.

600 march downtown
By Terry Cochran
Staff Reporter
The moratorium march through the
streets ol Howling Green last night
ended in an attempt by some 200
students to dig a hole the size of a bomb
crater in Sterling Farm
A leaflet distributed after the march
explained the digging as an attempt to
establish a "liberated zone on the
ROTC training field" as a symbol of
"the destruction in Southeast Asia "
By II pm sod had been stripped
from an area about 20 leet in diameter
Only two shovels were available,
although more digging equipment was
to arrive.
Students had also built a large
bonfire with
wood obtained Ironi
Sterling Farm

THE LEAFLETS were circulated
among the crowd of about 600 marchers
as they returned to campus
They explained that a similar action
of digging a hole the size of a bomb
crater had been carried out in the city
of Ann Arbor by the Interfaith Council
for Peace.
The march itself was peaceful,
though occasional chanting and calls of
"Pig" to police could be heard along
the way.
Marchers began
walking from
Memorial Hall at about 9 30. following
speeches by members of the University
community and Rennie Davis. Chicago
Seven defendant
The group rambled through inner
campus to Wooster Street, followed
Woosler to North Church Street, moved

from Church to Court Street and tnen
back
to campus past the
Administration Bldg
A GROUP of 15 marchers attempted
a sit-in at the corners of Woosler and
Main Streets. However, they gave up
when the main body of marchers
moved on at the urging of marshals
When the marchers returned to
campus a speaker from the steps of
Williams Hall told them the liberated
zone in Sterling Farm would provide
"services for the people." including
such things as a day care center.
He said the area was provided with
picks, shovels, tools, tents, and also
vegetables and brown rice.
Police did not attempt to stop the
group from occupying the field

War not winding down-Davis
By Patty Bailey
aad
Jim Carey
Rennie Davis. Chicago Seven
defendant, claims the Vietnam war is
not winding down despite U.S. troop
withdrawals
Speaking before a crowd of about
2.000 last night in Memorial Hall. Davis
said, "There is not a shred of evidence
that the war is winding down "

Ronnie Davis

DAVIS SAID President Johnson
dropped about 60.000 tons of bombs a
month in Vietnam during his term in
office. In "winding down the war."
President Nixon dropped 96.000 tons of
bombs per monlh. Davis said.
He also said during President
Johnson's term 95.000 persons were

killed, wounded or captured each
month, while the number during
President's Nixon's term rose to
127.000
"We've all become innocent victims
of a tragic use of misinformation."
Davis said He added that this results in
failure for the people of the United
States to understand and appreciate the
people of Vietnam
"We choose whether we are
spectators of the greatest mass
slaughter in the history of the world
The people must do everything possible
to defeat war-makers here in this
country and let Vietnam live." he said
DAVIS cited Vietnamization as one
of the prime reasons the war is not
winding down. He explained that
although a lesser number of U.S.

Darrow won't house College
By Ciady Saopis
Editorial Editor
Cluster College will not move its program into
Darrow Hall next year
Last month, the Dean of Students office referred a
suggestion to Provost Stanley ('oilman that Cluster
College be incorporated
into Darrow.
the
coeducational residence hall
DR COFFMAN confirmed yesterday that Darrow
would not accommodate Cluster College students next
year
According to Robert Rudd. director of residence
services, the decision to move Cluster College into the
coeducational living unit was originally made because
of the poor student response to Darrow Hall last year.
"The question is. can we practically and financially
authorize an additional coed hall when we are not
filling the first one'*'' he said
Cluster College is a coeducational program and
Rudd said if the coed feature was going to continue in
the college, then the program will have to be in
Darrow Hall.
RUDD WAS unavailable for comment on Dr.

Coffman's decision that the two programs would
definitely not be combined
The original decision from the Dean of Students
office came under fire from residents of Darrow. who
complained to Dr. Coffman and other administrators
that the two programs would not be compatible in the
same living unit
Dr. Coffman said the students had a fair case and
they were not consulted as much as they should have
been before the decision was made
Dr. Robert Goodwin, professor of philosophy and
Cluster College faculty member, said Darrow
residents thought the move would infringe upon the
program they are running in the coed residence hall
Rudd. on the other hand, did not foresee any conflict
if the two programs were housed in Darrow. He said
the social aspects could be intertwined and the
academic aspects would not interfere with each other
DARROW HALL and Cluster College are two new
programs on campus this year. Cluster, an experiment
in teaching the humanities, is offered once a year
during the winter quarter. Students live and attend
seminars in Prout Hall.
Dr. Goodwin said the dean of students office asked

the Cluster faculty to consider Darrow for
accommodations next year He said the faculty was
happy with Prout. but when they looked at Darrow.
they thought it would be desirable
However. Goodwin said they reconsidered after
looking more closely at the program in Darrow
"We prefer Prout because we feel we were
successful there. However. 1 really don't have
objections to any place that has the equal facilities of
Prout." he said
Dr. Coffman said he did not think Cluster College
would return to Prout next winter because there is a
great demand for it by upperclass women
RAYMOND C. Whittaker. dean of students, is
currently investigating other possible locations for
Cluster College next year He is expected to reach a
decision in the immediate future
Students are now signing up for their dormitory
preferences for next year In the event Darrow Hall
does not receive a good response from the students.
Dr. Coffman said he doesn't think the original
suggestion to move Cluster to Darrow will be
reconsidered.
"I certainly can't see it now," he said

soldiers are being killed, more
Vietnamese are dying.
"Vietnamization is literally driving
the people like cattle out of the villages
and hamlets and into the cities.'; he
said
In 1965 Vietnam was 85 per cent rural,
according to Davis, but by 1971 it was 65
per cent urban because of "forced
urbanization "
"The truth will be told by what
unfolds, the people who fight for the
United States in South Vietnam know in
their guts that the patriots are the Viei
Cong and the liberators are the people
froii North Vietnam." he said
Cavis said President Nixon will have
to face "the last and final crisis the
defeat of a puppet regime and the
defeat of total air force by people he
once called rag-tag guerillas
"There are people in Vietnam that
are very far out," Davis said "They
have a culture and a history that many
of us seated here could learn from and
appreciate "
DAVIS SAID he backs a proposed
three-point peace plan The plan calls
for a halt in the bombing and killing in
Vietnam, a definite date to be set for
U.S.
troop withdrawal and

discontinuation of aid for war-related
purposes
The Chicago Seven defendant said the
three-point peace plan is the absolute
rock bottom requirement
ol any
candidate who says he is going to end
the war.
Davis urged the crowd to burv the
political fortunes of Richard Milhouse
Nixon in 1972" and to defeat Hubert
Humphrey in the Democratic primary
election.
AFTER
HIS
speech
Davis
participated in the moratorium march
through downtown Bowling Green.
He explained that he believes what
happens in Bowling Green is important
to the people of Vietnam because
"anything that indicates there are
people who are for peace is
encouraging to them
People should write letters and send
messages (to the Vietnamesel.' he
said
"Congress should be beseiged. the
whole society should be heated up with
antiwar sentiments." he said
"I basically have wanted to be a
farmer, but It's hard to get into that
when this country is doing what il is in
Vietnam." he said

SWP candidate to talk
The vice presidential candidate of
the Socialist Workers Party ISWPI
will speak at 1 p.m. today in the
Historical Suite. Union
Andrew Pulley, running on the
ticket with Linda Jenness. the
party's presidential choice, has been
active in the antiwar movement.
As a Gl at Fort Jackson. S.C., he
became involved in GIs United
Against the War in Vietnam, one of
the first Gl antiwar organizations in
the country.
In 1970 Pulley was the ,SWP
candidate for Congress from

California's seventh district
During his campaign, he flew to
South Vietnam to speak to GIs about
the war. but he said the U.S.
Embassy in Saigon refused to allow
him off the plane
In the spring of 1971 he was the
Chicago coordinator of the Black
and Brown Task Force to End the
War in Vietnam. Pulley also
addressed the April 24. 1971 antiwar
rally in Washington. DC. as a
spokesman for SWP.
His speech here is sponsored by
Cultural Boost
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the 'work ethic' revisited

continued
The Student Arbitration Board 1SAB1 will not handle an
investigation of the BGSU Foundation's holdings in war-related
industries.
The stock issue was submitted to the board early this quarter
after the foundation's board of directors rejected an SBO request
to sell its holdings in four companies listed among the top 100
military contractors for 1970
SAB claims that it is not equipped to handle the extensive
research required to thoroughly investigate the issue, and it
recommends that the SBO pursue the investigation through other
channels.
If this matter requires a great deal of research, then perhaps
SBO or University administrators would form a
special
committee of faculty and sludenls who arc willing to devote the
time and skill that this Investigation demands
Even though SAB believes the research is too extensive for it to
handle, let's not drop the issue now just because a lot of
peperwork is involved.
There is a little more than jusl paperwork at issue here
The
I'nited Stales is not conducting the war in Indochina on
words alone it is using equipment manufactured by American
corporations, some of the very corporations in which the
foundation has invested its funds
The war could not continue without U S corporal ions, and the
corporations could not continue without their investors.
The University is contributing to and benefiting from the war
effort. We demand an extensive investigation of the stock issue,
regardless of the amount of paperwork involved.

let's hear from you
The Be; News welcomei .ill letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may commenl on any other letter column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum ol 3txi words typewritten We ask thai
columns be no more lhan lour typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit .ill submissions thai exceed these
limits, with respect to the lawsol libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must Include Hie author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to Ihe Editor, CO The 110 News. I UK
University Call

juncle benito

graduation present
By Clady Saopis
Editorial Editor

Dear Uncle Benito.
Nobody wants me
I've written letters, gone to
interviews, put on a skirl and even
painted my eyes to gel a job And si ill
nobody wants me
There are three sections in my job tile
The lirst contains copies ol my 47 pate
resume Everything is in my resume \l\
Sunday church habits, my three meals .i
day verification slip and im signed
statement condemning premarital sex
One page is a series ol photographs ol
me as a child Another page is devoted lo
an in depth analysis ol nn ceramic
project for Brownie Troop 472 The last
page is a list ol ihe years I missed lewei
than two days ol school

PVB SPENT over f 100 on Xerox copies
of my resume and I ve sent over BOO
across the country Just llnnk. Uncle.
some of the largest corporations in the
United States have mj ceramic project
circulating in (heir office waste baskets
Maybe some oi the copies were even
recycled
The second section el my job file
includes a list ol employers who have
interviewed me Even though they didn'l
hire me. I still keep their names so I can
look them up when I make it lug

someday
See what you guys let slip through
your lingers II only you had a little
insight when I hrsl interviewed with
vou "
Some ol these companies advertised
that they want someone wuh all the
skills I have and when I gel there, the)
suddenly change their minds
Oh, we're not hiring I used to be a big
executive lor ihe company, now I just
travel around to colleges leisureh
looking lor the super student
Then
there's
the
company
representative who tells you mmiev itight This guy must read Newsweek
and "Time Then I tell him jobs ere
light He saysit'sbecause money is tighi
I tell him he is a tightwad and he Mill
says money i: tight
The final section ol my job tile is Idled
with rejection letttrs that all say 1 am
well qualified, but I have over 500
personnel directors from large
corporations write to me personally to
tell me I am well qualified, but
Sometimes I have the urge lo write

hack and ask them what Ihev have
against well-qualified workers
Then there is the hopelul rejection
letter that includes an application "We
hope you will fill out this application so
we can put your name in our files to show
our stockholders that there are people
who really wanl to work for this rotten
organisation
dr. there's the high hope letter (hal
unites vou to come to the main office
(all expenses paid I tor an interview:
"Enclosed is a ticket for the Cleveland

Rapid Transit
IN THE mean time, as I wait for the
job situation to heal, there are a lew
people who warn me There's Ihe lady
down the street who will pay me 75 cents
an hour to babysit for her 12 kids Or.
there's always the all nighl counter girl
job at the greasy spoon
I w.iit |„r ihe day when the employer is
no longer in Ihe position ol being so
selective
I wait lor Ihe day when
college graduates can literally turn down
SCOI es Ol job otters at this time ol year
I already have my routine planned.
I hear vou wanl to hire me because
the money is good now and I am good
and well qualified and you guys are
really in a jam "
"That's right W-w will vou work for

By Daa W. I.nfkin
Editor's Note: A louder of toe
investment
banking concera of
Donaldson. I.ufkla and Jenretle, lac.
and a former governor of the New York
Stock Exchange, Daa W. Lafkin was
recently appointed Coaaecticut's first
Commissioner of Its aew Department of
Environ menial Protection. He also
serves as a trustee of the National
Conference of Christian aad Jews, and
the National Council on Crime and
Delia qaency.
We have heard a lot recently about the
"work ethic" Smacking as it does of
Puritanism, Calvinism. Sunday School
maxims and a host of self-righteous
aphorisms popular in a bygone era. it is
not one of the most exciting phrases to
describe a major motivating force of our
society
In fact, it is downright out of style'
But. whether we accept it or not. the
"work ethic" will be as lively an issue in
shaping our future as it has been in
determining our past
It became popular about 20 years ago
to speak of American in the closing
decades of the twentieth century as a
society of abundance We envisioned our
continents as a great wealth-producing
machine
into which we poured an
inexhaustible supply of raw materials
and from which we received an equally
inexhaustible supply of the good things of
life.
The work week shortened Technology
lessened the individual's load
Government took an ever-more
paternalistic cast Because it all seemed
so automatic, so effortless, both the
meaning of work and its intrinsic value
and contributions became blurred and
confused-for a time.

YOUNG
PEOPLE,
especially
encouraged to believe that the gentle
ruminations of Consciousness III would
produce a fresher, greener nation,
consigned the work ethic to the junk heap
of Consciousness I, preferring instead to
substitute other ethics less harsh, less
competitive, and less demanding
Now, today, our embattled soriely
stands in the ruins ol its cities, amidst
the debasement oi iu natural heritage,
and listens to the great wealth-producing
machine slowly clank to a hall Looking
for an easy solution, we seek some magic
mechanic to get it operating in high gear
again, to solve problems only vaguely
understood
Surely there's a bulton to press or
something or someone lo kick. Sadly, the
remedy seems to have escaped up.
curiously, it is that musty old-fashioned
phrase "work ethic" that may prove our
salvation yet.
The work ethic implies, first of all.
thai there is meaningful work to be done
Surely all of us. whether on the
conservative right or radical left, stuffed
shirts or shirtless, can agree on this fact
In America today, there is more work
to be done than people or wealth to do it
We have a continent to clean up and
rebuild There are cities to restore,
resources to reclaim, raw materials to
harvest more wisely and products to
manufacture more safely and with
greater care for the consequences of
their distribution

buried under their own excesses.
HAVING AGREED on the need for
work, the nature of the elhic must be
considered Is is ethical to work in the
profit system'' Is work under such a
system as ennobling as work in a
"commune " or a people's republic"?

For some the profit is money, for
others, prerequisites, for still others, it
is an intangible set of values-society, not
self-directed. But the glory of our
pluralistic, multi-valued system is that
there is elhic enough for everybody-just
as there is work enough to go around

1'ere again I think that the answer is
self-evident We are. all of us. oriented to
the profit motive. In all its forms, it is
truly the goose that has laid the golden
egg

Money profit will motivate many,
thank heavens, enabling our enterprises
lo supply our needs,
modernize,
diversify, protect against pollution and
play a more significant role in activities

Whatever the medium, and I don't
think the medium is overly important,
hard, honest, creative work of all kinds
will be needed if we as a society or as
individuals are to have a future
And because there is so much lo be
done, there can be no free ride for the
able, the strong, and the wise-not if we.
our system and our way of lite are to
survive.

Leners
policies from a politician?
After listening to President Hollis
probably the "least worse" and added
Moore speak on April 27. and again on
that he didn't know enough about the
May 3. we draw the conclusion that his
subject to take a stand on it.
attitude concerning University policies
I.'ollis Moore doesn't seem to know
appears to be more like that of a
enough about enough, or at least if he
politcian than a university president
On April 27 on the steps ol Williams
Hall, President Moore refused to take a
stand on any of the issues about which he
was supposed to be speaking
After the meeting he was quoted as
saying. "I feel frustrated when I come
away from these rap sessions because I
can't answer all the questions alone.''
I was proud, as well as thrilled, to
We feel this was a gross understatement
learn about the poetry reading by a
"lesbian poet". At last our sophisticated
ON MAY 3 in Offenhauer main lounge audience is getting cultural pastimes of
President Moore spoke on campus the quality it so rightly deserves.
housing and open house policies When
Let us only hope that this event will
questioned on future campus housing open a long series of worthwhile shows I
policies lie co-ed dormitories) he can think of a number of "forgotten
professed lack of knowledge on the minorities" which may merit our
subject.
attention
When questioned about the future food
WHAT ABOUT all the poets afflicted
service policies. President
Moore lor blessed l with halitosis or dandruff?
replied that the present policy was All the sadistic trombone players, bald

does he prefers not to talk about it Why'
Debbie Kraser
514 Offenhauer B
Dave Newtones
312 Offenhauer A

down with bigotry
sopranos,
flat-footed
dancers,
heterosexual
dress
designers
necrophilic
astrologers,
psychotic
evangelists'1 We are not prejudiced, we
want to see them all. good or bad Down
with bigotry!
It is only strange lo think that neither
Socrates nor Plato advertised himself as
a "gay philosopher '
Obviously they knew nothing about
publicity techniques, or else they were
naive enough to assume that their
private lives had nothing to do with their
work
Stefania E Gross
Arthritic Instructor
Language Laboratory
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Again The BO .News is letting us
personal attitudes drill from the
editorial page to the "news" columns
One example is the extensive coverage
given to George McGovern i four articles
in the last two issues i with only one of
them being anywhere near objective i the
survey in Tuesday's paper I.
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A decade ago. we looked lo the
primitive emerging nations as the last
great arena of the work elhic Now we
see that sophisticated, developed nations

such as minority groups, job training and
urban rebuilding.
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$100,000 a year? Please?"
"As I page through your 1973 Annnual
Report, I notice a chocolate smudge on
the cover Also a lot of you guys have
short hair What's the matter with you
damn conservatives""
"We'll grow our hair We won I eat
chocolates Just please-come work for
us
"(Jet oil your knees, youcreton I'll lei
you know in a lew weeks whether or not
your company deserves my services "
Wouldn't that be great. Uncle, it
someday 1 could actually say that to
some ol the biggies who have been
saying that to me all year"
AND IK that situation should ever
arise. I'll get my biggest pleasure in
writing a rejection letter
"I'm sorry, but even though your
company is well qualified. I can't see
myself working for a corporation like
yours Why don't you try recruiting in the
high schools or the junior high schools
for your executives''
I'm sure you will
have a bright and exciting future with
some flunky to fill the position that vou
have been begging me to lake ever since
I became a senior in college "
"Oh yes. don't call me. because I have
no intentions of calling you."
Your loving niece

'HE STIIL REFUSES TO GO . . ? V

I VIEW THIS as nothing but
propaganda, and I'm beginning to think
you rigged that random telephone poll "
The second case is the pictures of ihe
Miss i or is it Ms. i Bowling Green
pageant Although they were the funniesl
thing I've seen in a long time. I think you
also made a lot ol people resentful bv
making a joke out of something they
consider serious Is this moving society
and its women land men I closer to
liberation"'
Please, be objective and just give us
the facts Then let US decide
Larry Dansinger
Department of History

IK. M Newi. Mdery, Nkry S. 1*71 /Fae* 3

How students view the issue

Strike day-means to an 'end'?
By Deuy Law
"I don't think it helps
anything, really. My parents
are paying (or my education
and what do I do except sit
on my butt all day and go to
a few classes'1'' said a young
woman sitting on the steps of
Moseley fall
"The revolution is inside
you. each person has to
change inside The college
atmosphere isn't like the
outside world You cant
strike your job when you get
out there because they'll
probably (ire you.'' she said

Ill State

YESTERDAY WAS a
national strike day to protest
the Vietnam war and the
deaths o( the Kent and
Jackson State students two
years ago But did many
students here strike0

***• •■''■' °* mHufcl Edgar Hoover, 2Wtper*on to lit in
state under fho Capitol Dome rested yesterday on the
catafalque used in 1865 for Abraham Lincoln.

Muskie seeks comeback
By Walter ft. Mean
AP Political Writer
HILTON HEAD ISLAND.
S.C. i API - Sen EdmundS
Muskie. beginning his quest
(or a political comeback,
said yesterday no candidate

will win the Democratic
presidential nomination on
the first convention ballot
He declared that he can still
unite the party and lead its
ticket to victors over
President Nixon
The senator (rom Maine.

relaxed and philosophical,
acknowledged it will be
more difficult for him to win
nomination at Miami Beach
now that he has quit active
campaigning in the
presidential primaries
Nonetheless, he said.

Veterans stage march
in honor of Kent dead
KENT i AP I ■ A group ol
Vietnam War veterans led a
silent march through Kent
yesterday in a memorial
observation (or (our Kent
State University students
killed two years ago in a
confrontation with Ohio
National Guardsmen
The march by more than
200 students,
including
veterans clad in battle
(atigues and a woman's
contingent, was peaceful
Ken Johnson, leader o( the
Vietnam veterans against
the war. said they were
marching to
"show
solidarity
with
the
Indochinese brothers and
sisters "
HE ASKED the marchers
to avoid violence
The march took a twomile route through this
northeastern Ohio city to
Taylor Hall, the scene o( the
May 4.1970 incident in which
guardsmen (ired on rock-

LIMITED
RESEARCH TIME?
RUSHED? HASSLED?
CRAMMING?

Ill Tht no 1 Proliwonal Ristaich
and Rtltitnct Sfiviet H.lp Shoulder
Tht Low)
fm mtoimit** «* m wnit

TERMS PAPERS
UNLIMITED

throwing students
Johnson
told
the
marchers, relerring to the
1970 killings. "We see what
the system has done (or us
and our silence is our way o(
replying to them "
The marchers carried
banners bearing antiwar
slogans and the women's
contingent carried banners
with messages such as
"Free Our Sisters" and
"Allison and Sandv Are
Alive In Our Struggle."
ALLISON
Krause and

Sandy Scheuer were two o(
the (our students killed two
years ago.
The march route was
worked out with city
officials in advance and the
marchers had a city police
escort to the campus
At Taylor Hall, the
veterans organization held a
rally.
Already at the Taylor Hall
site were students who had
conducted an all-night vigil
at the spot where the (our
died

"What came down can go up
again, especially this year.
Muskie. in blue sports
shirt and slacks, discussed
the campaign dropout, his
new game plan and his
prospects in an interview at
his rented oceanlront retreat
in this goKing resort, where
he has been vacationing a
week
He ventured no (orecast o(
the Democratic outcome or
who would be the man to
beat at the convention
Muskie said he remains
con(ident that he can beat
Nixon. He said it remains to
be seen whether McGovern
or Humphrey, the men to
whom he led the primary
competition, can prove they
could do the same thing
Muskie said Democrats
who are sticking with him
still tell him they are doing
so because he has the best
chance o( winning election i(
he can gain nomination

"II they could come up
with a way to show
opposition that would be
meaning(ul to everyone,
then that might work I don't
know, it just depends on
each person.'' the woman
said
Another woman sitting in
the north end o( the I'nion
said she doesn't see much
sense in the strike
"H it didn't work a (ew
years ago when everyone
was inherently involved in
the situation, then it won't
work now,'' she said "There
are too many people who
stand up on the steps o(
Williams and make food ol
us all. and it turns a lot ol
people o((
"REVOLUTION in the
springtime is silly A couple
o( years ago when the spirit
was strong, the national
leaders gave a (ew token
concessions,
but
no
permanent action has come
out o( them." she said
Jim Beck, junior lA&Si.
said the strike "doesn't have
to be not going to classes II
the class can be structured

in a way so we can talk about
the issues, then that's a
strike "
However, another student
in the Commuter Center
said. The teacher gave us a
choice in the classroom to
talk about Vietnam or have
regular class, and most o(
the kids wanted to hold
regular class."
Tim I'erpel. sophomore
i A&'Si. who was in the Union
passing out petitions against
the war said that "i( my
striking class saved one
person's life, it is worth it

I've got to live with myself,
and il 1 didn't strike. I
wouldn't be able to do it "
'HOW LONG HAVE
people been striking
classes''
asked Bradley
Young, junior I Ed.), while
he was sitting in the
CMHBUta Center
It just
dOHH'l make any diderence
Alter what happened at
Kent. Nina didn't end the
war. and he's not going to
stop it now." he said
Tom Brown, sophomore
tA&Si. said he sees the

George Wallace leads
in Tennessee primary
By Don McLeod
Associated Pren Writer
NASHVILLE. Tenn 1AP1
With 59 per cent ol the
state's precincts reported,
Alabama Gov George C
Wallace appeared beaded

Bangladesh funds
reach destination
Student body president Jed Sherman saul yesterday he
has received assurances (rom Bangladesh Mission of I ices in
New York City and Lansing. Mich that any money donated
to the Bangladesh relief fund by students here will reach its
destination
Sherman said Mahmood All. a spokesman lor the New
York i ill ice assured him that money I rom the Lansing
mission office is reaching Bangladesh anil the people there
"are very grateful.''
According to the spokesman. $250,000 was donated to the
Bengalis belore Christmas and is being distributed through
the Church Christian Church World Service. Ox-Kam. CARE
and Crop.
He also said $100,000 was recently donated to the prime
minister's relief fund in Bangladesh

for victory in the Tennessee
Democratic
primary
yesterday, taking 70 per cent
n(that vote
An antibusing amendment,
which helped Wallace I
voter turnout, carried by an
even heavier edge, taking
some 80 per cent ol the vote
President Nixon handily
won the Kepublican primary
in which there was heavy
crossover voting by the
Tennessee GOP in the
Democratic election, which

ALL LOST & FOUND ARTICLES
FROM THE POLICE DEPT.

Tues., May 23
FORUM, STUDENT SERVICES
3:00 — Till Everything Goes
SPONSORED BY THE CHARITIES BOARD

PRESENTS

FOLK & COUNTRY SINGERS

SANDY STARK & JOE PACK
FRIDAY, MAY 5 - 9 p.m.-1 a.m.
BOWLING GREEN

TUESDAY MAY 9
appearing in concert

OF CLEVELAND
1900 Euchd Ave. Suite 208
Cleveland. Ohio 44115
1216)711-9110

S»l

U.A.O.
Womens
"Best
Ball"
Doubles
Tournament
MAY 18
7:00 p.m.
Registration
Deadline
May 5th

12F1.0Z.

^udweise*
LAGER BEER

LOS *«.ou«». *

***•*

the Agora
3415 Dorr St

IN
UAO OFFICE

UT^S,

*•»<

admission only $2.00
18 and over
doors open 7:30, concert starts 8:30 p.i

531-4624

two weeks later: Cheech & Chong!

swelled
Wallace's
advantage
The Tennessee victory
gave Wallace at least 44 o(
the state's 49 Democratic
National Convention
delegates He appeared to be
winning the rest
Humphrey, who did not
campaign personally in
Tennessee but had some
organized support, was
running in second place with
16 per cent o( the vote, to
Wallace's 69

PUBLIC AUCTION OF

THE UPPER ROOM COFFEE HOUSE

243 N. MAIN ST.

ballot as an alternative to
the strike
"I'm going to vote (or
McGovern l!e said he'll get
us out o( Vietnam in a day.''
he said
A woman in the Union said
she considers herself "(ar
removed (rom the situation
"I had to remind myself it
was May 4 My education is
important right now. I'm
more interested in getting a
job. and things like that
"I mean, what is the strike
supposed to ■!" It's not
going to bring back the dead
or stop the war. is if''

(Think about it)

ta9*4/TlMMN*w«,FfMay.M«y5, 1*72

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

CHERRY
HILL
VILLAGE
IS NOW UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
AND BOASTS INCOMPARABLE FEATURES;
One and One Half Baths

Central Heating and Air conditioning

au.:
Wall to Wall Carpeting

Electric Range & Oven

Refrigerator/Freezer, Disposal

Patio Gas Grils

FANTASTIC PARTY HOUSE

' INDOOR SWIMMING POOL

Rental Agent - Suite 67
741 HIGH St.
352-6248
Furnished Two Bedroom Suites
as low as $57.50/month with 4 occupants
Special Lease Terms Available

BATES & SPRINGER, INC.
Managers

TK. SO Nm, hMay. May S. 1 »77/»^. V":
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Collection in Library

Some of the matchbooks
are oversized. One claims to
be "the world'i largest
matchbook'' and measures a
foot long. Others are
undersized "Ten strikes"
holds just ten matches and
sports sayings such as "Buy
war bonds and help Uncle
Sam arm '
A LARGE match package,
copyrighted in 1940 by fall
Brothers. Inc was priced at
15 cents and sold as a
Hallmark card. On the front
is says "A sure fire wish for
a Happy Birthday" and each
match inside is printed with
a different birthday
message
Another book advertises
the Joe
Louis-Max
Schmeling fight and is dated
June 18.1936
"Something that is dated
is rarest of all." Shurk said
He explained that it is
extremely difficult to date
matchbooks unless the date
is printed on them or unless
they advertise something
from a particular period, or
the company has gone out of
business
The majority of the
matchbooks are stored

"POPULAR Culture is
fairly new in relation to
library resource material."
Shurk said He said the
University has "an
international reputation' as
a popular culture center
People have heard of the
center through the Popular
Culture Association, through
advertisements
in
magazines and by word of
mouth, he said
The center has received
memorabilia from as far
away as Vienna and
Casablanca The matchbook
collection was purchased for
about $200 from Timothy P
Bakkenof Illinois

Letter-writing campaign
Thirty residents of Prout Hall are sponsoring a letterwriting campaign to congressmen urging them to vote "to
end the bombing and to pull all land, sea and air forces out of
Vietnam "
J. Carpenter, freshman IA&SII. said the campaign is
designed to inform "your representative of the student
interest in the war."
"We sincerely hope that eight cents is not to dear a price
for human lives be they American or Vietnamese." a
statement from the group said.

^ call off talks

without the matches for a
number of reasons Shurk
said it is possible to get more
covers in one place with the
matches removed and it is
also safer
Most
matchbook
collectors take the matches
out. according to Shurk. He
said that if the match bodies
have a design related to the
resin on the cover, the heads
are either washed off or
removed in another manner,
to prevent combustion
Presently the Popular
Culture Center needs a
student to work with the
collection and arrange it in
some semblance of order
Shurk said that about 99
per cent of the matchbooks
advertise something
Therefore they are
catalogued into areas such
as beverage, recreation,
automobiles, and even
caskets.

J. Pink*
Th« Popular Culture Center in Ihe University Library boast* a
15.0OO-p.4Ke collection of matchbook covers.

Four guest speakers will
be featured during "Baha'i
Week in Bowling Green"'
scheduled for May 8-14
Joy Earl of Ann Arbor.
Michigan, will discuss
Baha'u llah. The Return of
Christ'
at 7 JO p.m
Tuesday. May 9 She will
speak in the auditorium in
the Education Bldg.
On Thursday. May II.
Howard Tangier and
William Fountain of Berea
will speak on
What Is
Race"1" Their speeches will
also be in the Education

Bldg auditorium at 7:30
p.m
Richard Abercrombe of
Adrian. Michigan, will
discuss "The New Age of
Man"' at 730 p.m.. Sunday.
Mav 14 in 210 Math-Science
Bldg
All meetings are free and
open to the public
THE LOCAL Baha i Club
recently presented "The
Proclamations
of
Baha u II,ill
a book
including selections from the
latest messenger of God
announcing the new world

IV said it is not eclectic,
an offshoot of Islam or .1 WCl
of any other religion, nor
does it claim to derive its
inspiration from Ihe sacred
books of other religions:
Its founder, liaha uTIah.
claims that all true religioni
come from the same divine
source, thai all the prophet!

order, to President Pollis A
Moore Jr and Bowling
C!r»en Mayor Charles
Bartiett last week
According to William
(Juigney, freshman (Ed. I.
the Baha'i faith is an
independent world religion
with followers in almost
every country.

Tau Kappa Epsilon

THE BROTHERS OF

BETA THETA PI
Congratulate Their LOVERS

1 bedroom - furnished
$1500*
2 bedroom • furnished
2 man $1750

MOVIES-BIW PRINTS, TOO

I
This lo* price saves you up lo 50% over usual "drug store" prices,
rushes high quality color prints bach to your door m just a lew days Try
the Um service used on many mid-west and southern campuses
SO EASY. SO CONVENIENT
just use your own envelope and the coupon
below Fill m name and address, write name on roll or cartridge, enclose
coupon and remittance Or. use the coupon to gel Mm mailers and discount coupons, order Mm and flashes at low prices a better deal than
"tree Mm Savings and processing quality guaranteed

can be
vacation time

3 man$1850
4 man $1950

ENGAGEMENTS

MARRIAGES
Steve Bear & Susie
Fred & Karen

Get your Greenview T Shirts
while they last!

.
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Special Summer rates now in
effect

^

White Man & Burleyque
John & Kathy
Eddie & Patty

m ■ Cincinnati Ohio 4*314 ■ D»l

LAVALIERS

Coll 352-1195

Rasper & Cindy
J.T. & Butch

GREENVIEW
APARTMENTS

112
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PINMATES

214 Napoleon Rd.
Love Tby Neighbor

•Merv & Mary
'Cheese & Sandy
•Shott & Marlene
•Steve & Julie
•Whitey & Rita
•Weasel & Jamie
•Smitty & Georgia

Office open 12 fo 8 daily

U.A.O. SIDE DOOR
ROBIN WILLIAMS

Anytime

of ihe month

YOUR ORDER MUST INCLUDE THIS COUPON-

MAIL TO: SPE O PICS

We U» 'relit D»«f>

5-1 Daily
5-2rn./Saf.

Miss Suzanne Kapler of Alpha Delta Pi Sorority

Then come out to Greenview
Apartments, Lease a 1 or 2 bedroom apartment on a 3 quarter
lease at

% PRICE COLOR PRINTS?

i..p •-.i»-..
..c I * ilaalftHNi

-1 isanello s

Take pride in presenting
our chapter sweetheart

SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS!

i»
m
HI

352-5169

Bargain Hunting?

NOON SPECIAL DAILY

> | MM,

ol God proclaim the word ol
God and Iliat religious truth
is continuous and relative,
not tm.il and absolute, he
said
According to us followers.
the religion is based on three
principles- the oneness of
Cod. the oneness of religion
and the oneness ol mankind

for fastest
service, call our
new number

APPLICATION FORMS ARE AVAILABLE IN ROOM 413 OF
SOUTH HALL. THE DEADLINE FOR APPLYING FOR ONE OF
THESE POSITIONS IS 5 00 P.M.. THURSDAY. MAY 18. 1972.

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

;»

Kissinger, met earlier

Hanoi Kissinger and Tho
met secretly and fruitlessly
in Paris several times last
vear
YESTERDAY'S 149th
plenary session quickly
became snarled in usual
charges and countercharges
The United States said the
North Vietnamese did not
answer the I' S demand
made last week for
discussion of measures to
end the North Vietnamese
invasion of (he south
Porter made the demand
on returning to the talks
after he had suspended them
for five weeks
North
Vietnamese
delegate Xuan Thuy called
on Porter to answer his
demands for the I'nited
States "to put an end to its
aggression, its Viet
namization. and its
escalation of the war and
give a serious response" to
the Viet Cong's peace plan

STATION MANAGER
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
NEWS DIRECTOR
SALES MANAGER

— FEATURING —

-

\

llns week with North
Vietnamese
politburn
member Le DucTho
Tim armed Sundav from

The Fraters Of

YOUR CAMPUS RADIO STATION. WFAL IS SEEKING MAN
AGEMENT LEVEL PERSONNEL FOR THE NEXT ACADEMIC
YEAR IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
POSITIONS

(hut Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Fall Course Family
Dinner
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES & WAFFLES
Open Turs thru Sat.
7.3S-8.
Sundays 7:3»-7:lt

PARIS .API The United
States and South Vietnam
called off the Vietnam peace
talks indefinitely yesterday
because of what was termed
"a lack ol progress in every
available channel
The Chief U S delegate.
William J Porter, used the
words in every available
channel in announcing the
suspension
of
the
conference. I'e apparently
referred to secret talks with
the Communist! as well as
ihe lemipublic meetings:
IS
and
North
\ letnameM officials refused
lii confirm the secret talks
Bui Pans is alive with
rumors that a high
American official, possibly
President Nixon's national
security advisor. l)r Henry

Baha'i Week slated May 8-14

WFAL

Crisis Phone
352-PLUS

SAVE ON SLIDES

£*&/! U.S., S.Viets

?*">:
"*»/*

Matchbook memorabilia
There is a drawer in the
University Library that
contains, among other
things, a Green Hornet ring
with a secret compartment,
four plastic Beatle dolls and
some matchbook covers.
The drawer belongs to Bill
Shurk. head of both the
Popular Culture and Audio
centers in the Library The
malchbooks. part of a 15.000piece collection, the ring and
the dolls are just some of the
items owned by the Popular
Culture Center.

V

V^\\\^A VA

•Donkey & Candy
•Utz& Nancy
•Boom Boom & Rita
•Dabso Kathy
•Sandy & Dianne
•Raghead & Debbie
Zumbo & Shannon

You've been planning and
packing lor weeks, without
a worry about whether your
period would inlerlere with
your vacation Because
you're counting on Tampax
tampons
Wilh internally worn
Tampax tampons, you're
comlortably protected, tree
to swim lour and sight-see
And Ihey couldn't be easier
lo pack
So see all Ihe sights and
do everything you've been
waiting a whole year lo do
With Tampax tampons
along. 11 doesn't matter
what lime ol the month you
take your vacation
if ...... 1 bi ""• «<"" "a w.»i(i

Monday thru Friday
This years
goes to Zin Zin.

8:30- 11:00
CARNATION ROOM— ONLY 25c

Brown

Helmet Award

The Bawd Award goes to Harpo and
PL

■■Mv-I'l'
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Named chapter of year at convention

Alpha Phi Alpha activities viewed
Mllor's noir The following
tt.lhc lirsl in a Ihrr.-parl
series on Ihr Ihrrr hi... k
uralrmiiii's on campus. Part
two
will
be
published
f»esd«\
By Keaay White
; '"ii has bron ,i long lime
doming, bul ill l.isi we arc
Jelling the propers thai arc
doe us
Thai was how
Sphinxtnan Slcphan I1..lines
freshman 11! A '
summed
up Ihc Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity.
prominence

Inr

rise

;..

With only Ihrec bl.uk
fraternities on this rampui
relating greek life to the
black population has been a
difficult task Many ..I Ihc
students believe thai by
becoming a fral rat. ihej
are following the crowd and
mil their own beliefs
The
Ihrec
Mack
fraternities here have the
smallest IIHMIIMT ..I brothers
m
ilicn
fraternal bond
Powcver
one
important
reason is
thai
Kappa
Mph.i I'si and Omega P»i
I'ln
were
jusl
i.-'.'iiiK

established
at
the
University Alpha I'hi Alpha
has been on campus since

recognized as the Chapter
of the Year ''
The
president
of
the

liir.'.i

fraternity.
Herald
Lee
Dillingham. senior lA&Si.
was
honored
as
the
undergraduate
Alpha Man
of the Year ''

Within

ihe

pasl

year

interest in greek life has
grown tremendously among
Ihe black student body Then
have been more projects ol
high quality and appeal
introduced by the Mack
greeks
A regional convention lor
Ihe brothers ol Alpha Phi
Alpha was held in Gary, Ind
Ihe weekend of April 7 At
this
gathering.
Kpsilon
Thela. the IIG chapter

Fact Line
372-2445

was

Opinion
Such honors followed a lot
of hard work and many
successful
projects
The
brothers have been involved
in Ihe dedication of Dunbar
Call sponsored the Black

CAMPUS

and Gold'' speakers project.
Ihe
Raw Funk" annual
party
and
the
"Spring
Affair dinner ball
Lamarr
Anthony,
sophomore iB.A I, who is
the dean of the pledges of the
fraternity, said."We hope to
continue making progress
and we hope to make the
black students more aware
of greek life
John Grant, sophomore
i Ed I, who is the social
chairman,
expressed
a
desire to bring more top
name
entertainers
to
campus
One event that
needs more black response

FLICKS

The Great Train Robbery
$1.00
Georgy Girl
Free W/I.D

6:00
and 10:00

Sat.
6:00
and
10.00

MAIN AUDITORIUM - U. HALL

isPomecoming. he said
The Alpha's now have nine
pledges in the ' Sphinxman
Club."
These
pledges
recently
sponsored
a
campaign to raise money for
sickle cell anemia, a disease
deadly to black people
In
two
days,
the
Sphinxmen raised a total of
$259 32 Most of the money
was collected from students,
faculty and members of the
community
The money was turned
over to the sickle cell
anemia clinic at St Vincent
Hospital in Toledo
This was the community
project lhat the pledges are
supposed to c arry out during
their pledge period
It was
a very worthwhile project
because the money is badly
needed for the clinics around
the world," Polities said

riaitM) •* Nawi In vita

The Sphinxmen,

pledge club

members of

Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, conducted a drive
to raise funds for sickle cell anemia research.

Miami Beach recommended
as Republican convention site
WASHINGTON.Al>i The
arrangements committee of
the
Republican
National
Committee
recommended
unanimously yesterday that
the
1972
Republican
convention be switched from
San Diego. Calif . to Miami
Beach, r'la

The arrangement group's
resolution today goes to a
special meeting of the GOP
national committee, where
the switch in convention
sites is expected to be
formalized
The Miami Beach bid.
formally
presented

Big N Cafeteria
All You Can Eat.

yesterday.

offers

the

Republicans rent-free use of
the convention center for the
three-day meeting Aug. 21 to
23 The Democratic National
Convention will be at the
same place starting July 10.
RICHARD L.
Perman.
vice
chairman
of
the
arrangements
committee,
urged the panel to accept the
Miami
Beach
invitation,
which
he
has
been
negotiating since problems
arose with the San Diego site
a month ago.

Every Friday

PERCH
DINNERS

151%
Subaru
Sales
Growth

Deep Fried Fillet
Tartai Sauce
French Fried Potatoes
Crisp Cole Slaw
Fresh Roll & Butter

FROM 1970-1971

ONLY
$1.29
Served from 4:00p.m. to 8:00p.m.

ITie
Subaru

And you were going to buy
a Toyota"

A

Datsun" A

Pinto" A Vega" A Beetle"

1080 S Main

If you think Kodak is just
pretty pictures, you ought to have
your chest examined.
win ii .i .in i \ ray simws thai you have a potential
killer like Til or cancer, it's not a pretty picture Hut it's all
important picture because M can help Ihc doctor detect and

catch the killer in time
When doctors arc out to catch these potential killers.
they wan) the sharpest, clearest x ray films they can get. And
that's why people at Kodak spend so many hours creating
new and hcitcr x-ray film equipment Already, the results in

elude convenience for the patient, economy for the hospital,
an even more useful tool for the radiologist and. most important, reduced radiation exposure.
Researching and creating better x-ray films is good
for our business, which is why we wenl into them in the first
place. But it does our society go.nl. loo which isn't a bad
feeling. After all, our business depends on our society so we
care what happens to it

More than a business.
-—

Open 10-10 Daily

UNIVERSITY
P0NTIAC

Sunday 11-6

Bowling Green. O.

SOME GRAD SCHOOLS
ARE MORE CHALLENGING
THAN OTHERS.
It's graduation day and
there you stand...diploma
in hand and tuture in doubt.
You could go on to graduate
school.Or you could look for
a job in today's ever-tightening job market.Or.you could
put your education to work
immediately by applying tor
the Air Force'sOtticerTraining School program.
Upon qualification,
you'll find yourself beginning 12 weeks of specialized
study designed to prepare
you for the challenge and
responsibilities of an officer's
commission. And, give you
the chance to go on to flight
school to earn those famous

silver wings as an Air Force
pilot or navigator.
OTS is your chance to
break away from the crowd
and be recognized. For all the
tacts, mail in thecoupon.Or,
call 800-631-1972 toll free.
Remember.with an Air
Force future, the sky's no
limit.

• In N,u Imq call sV^JJ.V

I l > AIR KOR^FKK RUTIV. ^ER\ k V <-.
I-IRH rORATI ,•! xmEKTISlNO >R- \\ I
I RASrvim AIKF,'RCt BAtt
I TEXAS -U. n,... Kl,.i„„.m.,tc.ni.-imm.."..„ ANKWWOTS.
N.m.
AJJ*„
P.i. ,.| IK.i

i Ifcuhmmn
|unj,f.t.mj ihttrt*i

fctWot .
' ><Hi|;.ili.<n

|_Fmdyotirsejf inthe Air Force.
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Wilson .Walker Cup
Women's

7-PC. GOLF SET

39.97

2 woods - 1 and 3. 5 irons - 2-5-7-9, putter. Steel
shaft with composition rubber grip.

Ajay
GOLF CART

9.88

\<&&'

Riveted tubular construction. Auto-foldmg wheels open and
close .is handle is
raised or lowered.

Durable yet lightweight set with top quality Spalding
features. Stainless steel shafts with composition rubber grips. 3 woods • 1, 3, 4; 8 irons - 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.
Putter also included

~ s ■■■*

Regent*
Men's, Women's, Juniors'

MEN'S GOLF SHOES

15.97

TENNIS RACKETS

Handsome pro-styled two-tone leather golf
shoes. Durable steel spikes. Brown and black
combination Sizes 8 to 12.
COMPARE AT 4.57 AND 4.97 EA.
Men's driver new competition racket has
black finished overlay with white throat
and trim. Women's championship 7-ply
frame nylon strung racket with leather
grip. Blue and white. Jr. star racket has
youth size multi-laminated frame, genuine
leather grip. Red and white.

PRO-STYLE GOLF BAG
SPALDING TENNIS RACKET

7.97

COMPARE
AT 8.88

7-ply frame of beech, white wood and fiber. Spiral nylon strings, leather grip.
Large zippered front ball pocket, three spring steel stay construction of durable El Camino supported vinyl, black molded "Checkmate" plastic bottom. Black, red and black combination.

STEEL TENNIS RACKET

15.88

X' Out Faultless
GOLF BALLS

Wade from a special steel alloy and strung
with monofilament nylon for durability.

IN
PKG.
COMPARE AT42C EA.

Famous name balls sold normally only in
pro shops. Durable and cut-proof.

Andy Lewis
GOLF BALLS

3 1 47

Cut-proof, durable, long distance balls
made by Faultless. USGA approved.

BIG N DEPARTMENT STORE

Regent®

TENNIS BALLS

Tennis Racket
VINYL COVER

1.17

Reinforced, zippered.

COMPARE AT 1.77
3 Cannonball tennis balls in vacuum
packed can.

1080 S. MAIN 10-10 DAILY; 11-6 SUNDAY

Tennis Racket
PRESS

1.17

Hardwood construction. By Spalding.

i t/The M» N. wi. Friday. May S. 1972

|To aid exceptional children

SCEC schedules 25-mile hike
teers

By Mirth* Tollry
Two men will run and an
estimated
hike

25

125

others

miles

to

will

University

There will be eight check-

expanding it to include the

up Saturday morning at 8 on

and Bowling Qrttfl inmmiin-

from

points along the route, which

speech and hearing depart-

the

ity who will attempt to find

runs north on U S 25 through

ment and the Reading Cen-

Union "

as

Maumee

ter

many

the

sponsors

hike as possible

Toledo

lor

the

The soon

ends

at

the

Saturday in an eltort to raise

sors will

at. least

certain amount ol money tor

may drop out at any check-

each

point

12.500

lor

eXC«p

tional children
Kxceptional

mile

the

hiker

com-

pletes

The local Student Council
lor

pledge to give a

and

l.ucas County courthouse in

With

Children

cerning

(SCEC i is sponsoring a hike

downtown

Toledo

the

the

talk

apathy

ol

con

Toledo to raise moM) for ail

will go to various organiza-

areas ol special education

people to show their concern

tions

and

children,

Sprandel

instructor in education
his brother

Davis,

and

support

lor

all

the

children under the realm ol

both ol

special

education "

for

the

said

to

Holland

a hiker should contact Jan
Sulick, 372-3976, or Holland.
354-4282

Network power

Wood

l.ane School, l.ucas County

said

Autistic Program, Sunshine

Steve Holland, junior lEd I.

Children's Home, and (.'amp

stretch

publicity

Courageous Ten per cent ol

co-chairman

SCEC

of

topic of program

exceptional

including

Toledo, will run the i'i inile
They will be among volun-

wants

"All they have to do is show

ing Creen
MONEY FROM the hike

CHARLES

who

march can.''

stu

dents and the public, this is

tireen

of

to drive them back to Bowlall

one opportunity for all the

Bowling

front

Cars will be available

to

front

in

Persons wishing to sponsor

"Anyone

I'ikers

lawn

the money

will

Are

go toward

OulhePoy/lbly

Holland
expects
from

"A refreshingly
different love story."
Wtliitr f Orthwtm
Si Louis GJoot Dfmoirsl

the

a

said

some

SCEC

500.

special

program

broadcast

competition

Beta

television

The question is the topic of

other SCEC projects
rhc MQ/T UNUAJAL FILM of 1+veYLAR!

American

networks too powerful''

by

to

be

WBGU-FM

which

The
looks

Image
into

interests

noon

and

of

corporate

the

discusses

networks

how

these

of our fraternity and sorority
members to that." he said

NBC. CBS and

According

to

SCEC

hopes

hike

an

to

Vietnam

Holland.

annual

war

the

contracts

event.

examined

make

Commissioner
Johnson,
and TV

A

Nicholas

Variety

Graveyard

Radio

Kditor Les Brown

■«w

will

defense
also

dusters and wish them best
til luck durmi. pledging
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May 8. 1872

Coming Soon*
Lasalle s
Final College Night of the
year' Watch for details'

The Upper Room Coffee Mouse presents Sandy Stark and
Joe Pack, folk & country singers, at 243 N Main, from 9pm
to I am on Friday

NOW —MONDAY THRC THURSDAY — 8 P.M.

Cultural Boost will sponsor Andrew Pulley the Socialist
Workers Parly's candidate for vice-president. Friday at 12
noon in the Pistoncal Suite of the Union

Fri. 7 & 10 — Sat. 2:30. 7 & ID — Sun. 2, S, 8 P.M
WOMEN will present an abortion action lilni and speaker
at 3 pm in the Capitol Room of the Union They will also
organize lor the Abortion March in Cleveland May 6

STUDENT PRICKS FOR THURSDAY
AND SUNDAY Wll.l. NOT APPLY TO

"THE GODFATHER"

Slud
No Student
Night or Pcmet This Showing

MM

H'H'rj'B'Q'B

let 1 Sun 2:00; liM;
7 IS; 9:15

THE YEAR'S FIRST REALLY SATISFYING. IIS COMMERCIAL
AMERICAN FILM. ONE OF THE MOST BRUTAL AND MOVING
CHRONICLES OF AMERICAN LIFE EVER 0ESI6NEO WITHIN
THE LIMITS OF POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT."

Box (Iflli e Opens 7: M
Cartoons atH:45

—Vincent Canby. New York Tlmei

Come on out to the

"THE SODFATHER' IS A SPECTACULAR MOW. ONE Of THE
FINEST BANISTER MOVIES EVER MABCI"

Swingin' Drive-In

—Gene Shall!. NBC-TV

The Chess Club will meet from 9 30 am to 3 pm in the
Commuter Center

The Women's 1-aCrosse Club will play its first home KBIW
this Saturday The match with Hall State will start at 11 ant
behind the Women s Hidi£

The Rugbv Club will play Michigan Stale. Uemson and
!■ 'hi I.I at Sterling Farm Memorial Rugby Field at 12 30 pm
on Saturday

FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY ONLY
TWO MOVIES FOR THE NOW GENERATION
WITH A DIFFERENT OUTLOOK ON LIFE
at 9:00

The & The ■*»■ Hie v-

Thursday Night is

BALL irm

BALL.™

BALL!

(Wl

IK.M

& IK;IIS Nile

I.U.'s Nee. Includes
All Area Students - $1.1X1

Sat & Sun

ADULTS -$1.00

2 10 3 50.5 30.7 25,9 30

ACADEMY AWARD

The Campus Hndge Club will hold a duplicate match Sunday in the Ohio Suite of the Union Flection ol officer* will
lake place promptly al 1 30 pm

The Socielv lor Creative Anachronism will meet Irom 2-4
pm on Sunday in 204 Moselcv If ihe wcaiher is flood, they
will meet outside

The Christian Science Organisation will meet in ihe Parn
son Room of the Union Irom I lo 4 30 pm on Monday Mr
Kd Hawkins, the Chnsiian Science campus counselor will
be there lo speak with any interested persons

Psi Chi will meet Mondav al 8 pm in 106 Psych Bldg Or
Shembertc and Dr Keeley will speak on Behavior Modili
cation
Open to all Afterwards Psi Chi officer elections
will be held

MODERN
TIMES"
HAS NEVER BEEN
SHOWN ON
TELEVISION

LOST 4 FOUND

[A xciv.'erv

"The Baby Maker'is an
unconventional movie!"

funny movie

ll is also .m
c\iTcnicl\

■

loving one
IffoiM.m,
ruliculouK

reason, you

hnvcn'i noon it
you cannot
iflnnl to delay

What hind ol hmtond and note
■ogWmji* HK*!"*"*^- |

I m.-r/ Conhx,
V.i, V ■
toiiMr.i .'

; NATIONAL GENERAL PCIUHIS

Please return my 4-mlh-old
puppy lost
in
Manville
campus area wearing red
collar-Msd
Collie.
Off
Shep Black brown. & while
Call 354-4525
Lost-Tobacco Pipe in Union
Large, brown gold band on
stem
great
sentimental
value-S5 reward D Vickers
Rm 8. Williams 3S2 7947
Lost Blue Jean jacket at
Chuck Berry Concert Con
tact Joe at: 3891

WANTED
Brick
Urgently required
must be thick & well kept

The Baby Maker
COLUN WfllCOH HJSM
SAM GROOM
«*Mf* AUZ, DMICriO •• •■'
MOOuCIO •» •'€-»*:' ,0. L>VO".t
y*j%< ••'■IO«»*». tic—.<OA^««

Charlie Chaplin &a

I

"MODERN TIMES"
with r.iuktli l'n\kl.n.l
run

|I.\I\K.1!*.UI.CMVJKI

iMik-U.-H"'. II .

II you are lo be in Bowling
Green this summer and
would like lo volunteer with
Crisis Phone call 352 7587

Earrings 71c
per
Purple Mushroom

pair

Coming Soon'
Lasalle s
Final College Night of the
year' Watch for details'

HELP WANTED
Wanted-Entertainers.
solo
and duet For interview, con
tact Anthony Kaufman. 353
3351 alter I pm
PF.l.P NEEDED No espen
ence Call Mr Connolly 352

Gall. Fran. Kathy. Joni. and
Jem-Congratulations
on
being elected Pledge Class
Officers More power to ya'
Love-Your Phi Mu Sisters

AMNESTYThe Placemenl
Office has been ripped nit
please return by campus
mail
'Television'' career
file. A Manual on Certification Requirements. Aus
iralia teaching file. Barrens
Guide
lo
the Graduate
Record Examination Help a
fellow senior gel a job
Please return our information*
See some good buys through
our remodeling
mess
Revamping our entire sound
systems Specials on old
models Excellent prices on
new As always, we service
all brands ol electronic
equipment
SERVICE SPECIAL
Clean 4 demagnetized lube
align heads, ft-track cartridge players Car or home
models, no difference 14 95
Parts, if necessary extra
Call RJ's Appliance 353
2291 Or stop at 309 S Mam

WANTED girls to dance jn
spare time Call 11 '435 7649

PERSONALS

■ A ROBERT WiSF PRODUCTION

BARBARA HERSHEV

New Jethro Tull LP ' Thick
as a Brick $3 87 now in
stock-Finder's Records and
Tapes-Lowest
prices
in
lown

Slereo-amp-AMFM
radio
air
suspension
speakers,
turn-table Walnut Retails
1300 will sell ' i price Flaw
less 1071 Varsity Sq Apts
Trailer 10x50. 2 Bdrms Par
dally
furnished
Fully
skirted and setup Call 352
7043 after 7 pm
MTR4 Triumph Exc cond
3534751
1980 Ford Fairlane. auto
matic. power steer, call 352
4183
1984 VW Van (or sale Good
condition, new paint Phone
3524466
70 Bug 1700 cc Completely
modified engine
Custom
interior,
white pinstripe
83.500 invested Sell $2 100
or best offer 352 9365
Fender Showman amp . exc
cond . make olfer. 3724833
after 5 pm

■Mitt*, May 7.197 I

HONORED WITH THIS YEAR'S SPECIAL

V.;,

SCA Jehan de la Marche
won the Kalamazoo tourney

70 Cuda 2 spd 6 cyl 24.000
Bronze Blk mt 3721904

I960 Olds convert Power
steering & brakes & win
dows 1 owner car Ex cond
$1795 Private party Call
352 5315

The Sailing Club will meet Sunday al 7 30 pm in 203 Paves
Pall Open lo all interested persons

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

at 11:00

Robin Williams is coming lo
the Side Door May 9 13

1970 VW AM FM radio Warranty remaining 3544423. 47PM

For Mother's Day 20'". ofl on
all jewelry May 4. 5. 6-see
Vatan's. 109 N Main. Tu.
We. Th. Sal 9-6. Mon. Fn 99

NOW SHOWING •
7 25 9 30

Congratulations Becky M
your DZ-Sig Kp pinning
Your Sisters

For Sale 44 Grand Prix 352
7387

Gibson ES335 elec guitar &
case
Exc
cond. make
offer 372-4833 after 5 pm

Meiday. May 8. 1972

cEve

3N the wm was rotten 4 the
straw made me feel like Virgin Mary, but the friendship
UNREAL'
Thanks
BW
Opecky. G of P. Gar Barf
et Al P-town. Cock 4 Roach

Sunday —
opening til 3 p.m.

STAkMVM

CLASS
of*74

No bird soars too high if he
soars with his own wings
Delta U psi ion get High for
the Beta Good L«jj|>fody

FOR SALE OR RENT
Folk guitar for sale exce
rondt M0 00 Call 3544042

Peres your Red Headed.
Blu eved birthdav Present.
PJ

[•&**m& nmfmjatm'mmtn H

TO THEM LIFE IS A BALL

front

The women s softball team will play Miami University al
I 30 pm behind the Women sHldg on Saturday

MffllMfflllffl

LJI innv
RECORD BREAKING RUN
MUKKY Will END SOON!

Mother's Day Gifts-Jewelry.
colognes, accessories, lingerie, sleepwear. etc The
Powder Puff 525 Ridge St

Phi Mu Pope Marathon is
coming' May 12. 7 30-12 00
pm. in the Mid Am Room
POPE lo see vou Ihere

Salir*.>M.vl 1972

Gioop Ratei Available - Call 352-01 75

in

of

the Union early

slogans and antiwar

CLaSSIFIED -a®*-

HELD OVER— 7th WEEK

MM Fit 7:15; 9:15

appeared

ABC in the
and

BOWLING GREEN — TEI.. .15! 0265

hi

'cemetery''

messages.

Theater Unbound presents
An Evening with Gilbert i
Sullivan" in the Carnation Room of the Union at 9 pm
Friday and Saturday Admission free

CUFFBrCMRO

tiny

yesterday morning. The "stones" bore

Empire'

the

interests
affect
the
public
Involvement
ol

"We'll probably lose a Ini

will
include
Communications

and other media critics

tonight at i. 30

will be held Saturday alter

Guests
Federal

Terry-Your proud I.it lie says
congratulations on your
ODK tapping
Dee and Kathy We hope that
you' re as happy to have us as
we are to have you Love.
Your Phi Mu Sisters
Karrmgs 7ic
per
Purple Mushroom

pair

Shop for the LOWEST
record and tape prices at
Finder s Records and Tapes

The BG News needs experienced salesmen-pick up your
application today
10* U
Hall
Kappa Sigma pledges con
gratolate the NEW Star

1971 VW Fastback. fuel
inject . 4 on the floor, exc
cond $1995 Call 352-5315
69 VW bug. exc cond Call
686 4941 after 6
Woman's 3 speed Schwinn
bike good cond $40. RCA
stereo console. Early Amer
AM FM. $80 MUST SELL
3534595
71 Satellite Sebring
PB Auto 353-9675

Preferred Properties offers
exclusive 4Ds Club and Rec
Center
Now teasing for
Sept Paven House Manor at
corner of Mercer & E Woos
ter Model open 7 days a wk
84. 711 pm Mon-Frt 1-5. 711 pm Sat and Sun al 7th &
High 4Ds Club 352-9378.352
7324 352-7444
2 bdr apl to sublease for
Sum Greenview June rent
paid Air cond 352-7947
Needed 1 4 2 students lo
occupy Campus Manor Apts
with other students BG s
finest 2 mm walking distance from Adm Bldg 20
various business at your
(ront door Ph 352-9302. 3527365 3524045
Fm grad needs apt for
sum or fall Mst be close lo
campus-Call collect 448-2430
For Rent Summer Ouarler
I man apartment 3524139

Fly lo Europe with us on our
chartered
707
Leaving
Columbus July 5 for London
or Amsterdam Return from
London to Columbus Aug I
8375 round liip Write Rever
end F P Ellis. Whitchouse
Otuo. 43571 or call 677-5232

CAMPUS
MANOR-special
summer rates. $150 per mo .
behind Burger Chef for the
finest in campus living
Furnished complete. FULL
security system. PARKING.
SPOPS. CLASSROOMS, all
at your front door Ph 3529302 352 7385 or 3524045

Whai s Brand X~
An outrageously raunchy parody of
normal television programming
'Brand X' knows
where iU at sexually polm
cally and (pop) culturally It
transgresaei the last tabooNewrweek It's here this
week May 34

Ridge Manor Apts. Bowling
Green's most convenient
apts 2 bdrm summer leases
only 1140 per mo . including
all utilities 3524717. 352 7760
Leasing a Greenview Api is
only half of the fun-the other
half is living in one 352 1195
Rooms for men summer
fall 3Mks from University,
kitchen,
recreation
rm.
private entrance, call 3531705
Student Apartments
The
Ouiei Ones
353-9863-352
1972
Large turn duplex 4 per
sons all utilities paid 170
each 3544005
Maurer it Green apts Now
leasing 3 4 4 man apts 3
man. $195. 4 man-8220
2
bdrm. furn. air cond wallto-wall carpet
Fall Wir
leases 352 0717 352 7660
June free-1 bdrm. apl (or
summer-pool air cond 352
5836
Men moms quiet for studv
A rest Ph 3534241 after 7
Preferred Properties Rental
oflice has moved to The 4Ds
Club at the corner of 7th &
High For rental info call
352 9378 or 352-7324
2 bdrm avail for summer
Pay no utilities June free
Cheap1 352-9350 after 4 00
Wanted 1 or 2 girls 80 share
apt Fall Call 3524226
For lease or sub-lease, fun in
the sun. summer or fall, call
Greenview
Apt
352 1195
Serious,
but
swinging
management
Nice 2 bdrm furn mobile
home with air. available
sum qtr only Lot 33. 525
Thurstin. across from Offenhauer Low sum rate 352
7484

PS

Robin Williams is coming to
the Skde Door. May 9-13

BGSU Sports Car Club Gvm
khaaa. Sunday May 7. Reg
11 30. Ice Arena Parking
Lot, call 24453 for info

Outside Courtyard w patios
and gas grills-Dance AreaLocker Rooms, all
this
offered
by
Preferred
Properties Ph 352 9378 or
3527324

Fern
rml(
needed
sum fall Air cond June
free Call 352-7485

F-m roommate needed for
Summer $100 00 for entire
Summer Close to campus
Call 3544042
Furn apl
1 block from
campus June 3524661
Student
Apartments
Responsible
management
353 98*3-352-1972
Rooms li apts for summerRooms for fall-near campus
Ph 352-7365
Preferred Properties offers
exclusive 4Ds Club and Rec
Center
Now leasing for
Sept Haven House Manor al
corner of Mercer 4 E Wooster Model open 7 days a wk
8-5. 7-11 pm Mon-Fn 1-5.7II pm Sat and Sun at 7th 4
High 4DsClub 3529378 352
7324 352-7444
For Summer-June 15th to
Sept 15th 2 Bedroom furnished apartments for $130 00
per month Call Newlove
Realty 353-738)
Eff apis for grad students
who need privacy 4 quiet
Near campus June occupancy for summer only or I
yr 886. ph 3534065
Furn bouse June or Sept
Ph 3524861

2 F to sublet apt $70 for
Summer 24111 or 25893
Need 2 M to share 4 M apt
summer or fall 353-4233

Summer Apartments Summer Reduced Rates 353
9863-352-1972

Need 4th man (or Cherry
Hill Apt for fall Call Den
372 3441

Bowling Green s only exclusive
recreation
room
Heated
Indoor
Pool-Gas
Fireplace-Party
Room
w/kitchea facilities and bar-

Apt, for summ 2-bedrm I
biack Irom campus, free.
control air cond Call 362
7219 U CU Reduced riles

TKo ftO r*ow. Frietoy, Mary 5, 1972/P«9« 9

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
"? Gen I F*»i

Cow

ACROSS

54 Hie,
55
58
S«
60

Concept.
Dry measure.
Bumpkins.
la vie.
Indian.
Horse
Fine cro** stroke
on a type face.
28 Republic in
Hitpaniola.
2*J Food regimens.
30 Instrument used
in physics.
31 Striped animal.
32 Hebrew
measures,
34 Roasts.
37 Formal
objections.
38 God of love.
10 Host in Valhalla.
41 Suave.
41 Heroic.
44 Bright liahts.
16 Shepherdess in
"As You 1 ike
It."
47 Ruler.
18 Window part.
40 River of Siberia
50 204: Rom

, hoe.

Priestly.
O'Neill heroine.
Family.
Swamps.

61 Remedy.

21 Sralla.
22 Saunrl of rusted
hin-.es
24 Rons before ihe
wind.
26 Short distance.

62 Avoida waate.
63 Jaaon"a ship.
DOWN

1 Former Egyptian
King

27 I.anndrv
problem*.

2 Earth: Comb,
form.
3 Electronic device.
4 Sound of airief.
5 Rye. *hile.
graham, etc.
6 Perjurer*.

2^ Florentine
painter: 2 words.
33 Ameliorate*.
94
te«t of
mental age.

35 Purpose.
36 Ceremony.
37 Newspaper* ■« a
whole.
ifi
31
40
41
42

12
13
18
23
25
26
27

44 Stories.
45 Stonea.
46 Laboratory
substance.
47 Flexible itrip o(
wood.
50 Detective
Charlie.
51 Period.

1 Dietary
tvbtunm.
5 Fortnnaie.
10 C«t.
14 Of lb* M»y«ar»
Coaab. form.
15 Severity.
16 Conceal.
17 Onr-time
Mid-Eastern
map: 2 words.
19 Officer: Colloq.
20 Mm'i nickname.

7 Food.
8 French coin.
0 Certain railroad
bridge*.
10 Native of
H>malayan
rejion*.
11 Water nvmph:
Cer.

Rrink.
Japanese name.
Make an adder**.
White heath.
Andirons.

52 Pealed

53 Too.
56 Macaw.
57 All . - sudden:
2 words.

Travel, work, study program proposed
University
faculty
are
considering a program in
which students would work,
study and obtain academic
credit
while
traveling
through the United States
A social
worker and
faculty members here will
discuss
the
proposed
"American
Odysseyprogram with
Dr
John
Enksen dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences, next
week
THE PROJECT has been
set up by Ed J Downev a

1

"Based on tin e\ idence ii
is the conclusion oi the
committee
thai
the
selllemenl was reached on
the merits
after
arms
length negotiations between
representatives ol ITT and
the Jusiu-e Department s
antitrust
division.
the
majority report says
Those negotiations and
the settlement of the ITT
cases were not the product
of political influence oi
promises "i political favor
from ITT
ii adds

THE

COMMITTEE

conducted
an
extensive
investigation
aftei
columnist Jack
Anderson
published
a
memo
purportedly written by ITT
lobbyist Dita I) Beard
It linked the out ol court
settlement to S pledge h\ the

Series of performances
set by School of Music

Jazz

Lab Band
Mav ' 10- I'mversity
Symphonic Band concert.
Mav

ll--New

Music

Lab Band

Ensemble
and
senior
composition recital by April
Graham.
May M-follegiateChorale
concert.

Forum featuring New MUSK
Ensemble
May
2fi Concert
of
contemporary
clarinet
literature by 111
Burton
Bee r m a n
and
g u es I

May
17—Pe rcu ss ion
Ensemble concert.
May
2I--Universit>
Symphony Orchestra and
A cappella t'hoir concert.
May
22--t'omposition
recital by Deborah Hutton
and Dennis Dietench

composers

May
23--New
Music
Ensemble and dancers in a
multi-media concert.
May
24--Composer"s

MCAT-DAT-GRE

in Union
The 21-member Jazz Lab
Band will perform in concert
at 3 pm Sunday in the
Grand Ballroom. Union
The band specializes in big
band jazz and rock music It
is under the direction of
David
Melle.
assistant
professor of performance
studies
The group performed 18
concerts and clinics in northern Ohio this year, plus two
concerts on campus They
have cut two records and
there are plans for a third in
the fall
The program for Sundayfeatures
selections
from
West Side Story.'' arranged
by Johnny Richards and
originally recorded by Stan
Kenton's orchestra
The concert is free and
open to the public

Car Wash

LSAT ATGSB
NATL. BDS.
» rVwporation for Itit required
for admission i0 gradual* and
prof Oil lonol schools
1

Sin and twelve- session court**

i lesson schedule con bo to.to.ed
to moot individual need i

Summer Sessions
Special Ceaaact Cwrsts
litaiMSSMns

WMIMM'S

STANLEY H KAPLAN
E0UCATI0NAL CENTERDETROIT BRANCH
2W11 W TtaMitM SaittlU
S0UTHFIE10. MICHIGAN 41075
I3UI3S4 00J5
Succfss
Through
Education

conglomerate's

Sheraton Hotel subsidiary to
the city of San Diego to help
underwrite the expenses Ol
Ihe 1973 Republican National

Convention

Canceled
The concert scheduled
for
Saturday
night
featuring
Barbara
Lockard and William
Hartwell in the Recital
Hall of the
Music
Bldg has been canceled

in

princial

GULF
gas

RAIN CHECK

the project will be composed
ol those who have a wide
range of academic interests,
and
come
from
many
cultural,
ethnic,
geographical,
and
economic
backgrounds
HE SAID he has the
backing
ol
25
faculty
members for his project

The meeting with Dean
Kriksen.
will
be held
Monday
in
the
Faculty
Lounge. Union at 2 30 p m
Downey said he will meet
Sunday at I p m.
with
students
interested -in
participating in the project
at the United Christian
Fellowship Center

Previously the committee
had unanimously approved
Kleindienst's
nomination,
but it reopened its hearings
at his request
In a report to be filed
today in the Senate, the
Committee concludes that
Kleindienst deputy BttOrM)
genera! at the time, -acted
properly in the conduct ol his
office in the matter of the
selteleir.'.'nl of these cases
A COPY of the report.
circulated
among
committee members, was
obtained by the Associated
Press

4 on April 27. after its second
round
of
hearings,
to
reaffirm
its
original
recommendation that (he
Senate
confirm
Kleindienst s nomination In
succeed John N Mitchell
A minority report is to be
filed
by
senators
who
dissented
from
the
committee's
recom mendation
Kleindienst s nomination
is expected to be taken up m
the Senate late next week or
the first of the following
week Opponents say they
plan extended debate but not
a filibusler

Folksinger
Monday

Robin Williams will b* appearing

through Saturday from 8:30 till 11

p.m. in the Carnation Room. Union. Williams
is part of the Coffee House circuit. Admisssion
is 25 cents.

Fact Line enters second year
One yeai and 34.000 rings
ago. Campus Fact Line, the
University s
telephone
information
service,
answered its first call
The service is designed to
provide
students
and
townspeople with Immediate
answers
to
specific
questions
about
the

Universltj
Fact Line was initialed on
April 28 1971, nearly one
year after the Kent Stale
killings
and
subsequent
student unrest
and when
Howling Green was rumored
to be a target for I!I7I student
violence
According
lo
Clifton
Boutelle, director ol the
University
News Service
where Fart Line is located,
calls in Fact Line's early
history
were
primarily

concerned

with

rumored

student disturbances
Alter Ihe rumor period cil
about two to three weeks
ended we got into business ol
dispensing
c a in p u s
information. Boutelle said
Currently the service is
less concerned with rumor
control and more involved in
answering
questions and

BETA LITTLE

500
SAT. MAY 6

helping students through red
tape procedures
If we help students avoid
running around the campus
needlessly to get answers to
their questions, then we re
doing
something,
constructive: and judging from
the number of calls, we're

doing just that.' Boutelle
said
With a bulletin board ol
campus events and a small
reference
library
ol
information
at
llieir
fingertips. the 16 trained
student operators attempt to
solve problems with speed
and
accuracy.
Monday

Bands, jams, musicians
to highlight free concert
A free concert featuring bands, guest jams and musicians
will be held Sunday from 2:30 til 8 pm in the Forum of the
Student Services Bldg or the Men's Gym if the weather is
bad
There will be no admission charge, but donations will be
collected for Bangladesh
Groups include Steve Biddle, White Light Train. 20th
Century Fox and Baddog with Zam
Anyone willing to marshal or help with cleanup should
contact Karl Britt at 352-7993. Marshals should report at 2

p.m.
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Se lit Insurance
is njrtmy job
- helping you
'"'V ^

V -w7

Martin R. Stancik
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■Pit* M

352-7532
MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE CO.
OFNEWYORK(MQNY)

Questions
range
from
registration procedures to
topics
arising
from
conversations
in
student
rooms, such as Academy
Award winners and "Do pigs
whistle'''
Students
or
townspeople call 372-2445 to
find out
the
time and
location of campus events,
sports scores and general
facts about the University

Should a question arise
which an operator can'tanswer
immediately, .. he;
takes the caller's name and;
phone number and returns:
the
call
when
the!
information is obtained
Callers
requiring^
prolession.il assistance .arereferred lo Crisis Phone, aj
community phone servicewhich handles counsdinaatMirtion information, drug,
questions and other serious!
problems

BGSU SPORTS CAR CLUB

GYMKHANA
MAY 7
ICE ARENA PARKING LOT
REG.l 1:30FOR INFO 2-4453

ROCK AND SHOP
Next 10 Dairy Queen

434 E. Wooster

Now open for business
and we're offering
a get acquainted sale
on ALBUMS
LIST

SALE

$4.98
$5.98
$6.98

$2.75
$3.30
$3.85

THE SISTERS OF

DELTA
ZETA
Would Like To Congratulate

NOW HIRING

ROBIN RINEHART

Not long ago everybody was, or so it seems. Times
change. And so do many sales careers, lor example. We
find this is true to an extent in our business. Because
typically, the person we hire already has some selling
experience in another line of work. Chances ore, too,
he was successful. But now, greener pastures beckon.
What do we offer such a person? Expert supervision and
training when he starts and above-average earnings
as he progresses. An annual income high in the fivefigure brocket is not uncommon for services rendered
in our business: designing financial plans for individuals
and businesses. Think about it. And then if you're interested in talking about it, call Bill Coulacos at 2447638 in Toledo

through Friday 8 a in lo
midnight and on weekends
noon to midnight

The concert is sponsored by Middle Class Youth

UNION OVAL 2:00 P.M.

ON HER
1ST PLACE
IN THE

\ Miss B.G. Pageant

All other records comparably
priced

Fri. & Sat. — 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

Jim Lynch — guitarist
Son. — special

Ham or Chicken Dinner
mcl salad potato.

cities

in U.S.
The Tutoring School with
iht Nationwide Reputation

HE SAID the students
would spend between a week
and three months in one
area, depending on the goals

The committee voted II to

Smc« 1938
Branches

15 gal. Free wash
10 gal. .50
5 gal. .75
1000 S. MAIN

All concerts are free and
open to the public All will be
held on campus with the
exception of the May 23
concert, which will be at
Bowling Green Junior High
School

huge

I Small group*
■ Vokimineut material for homo
study prepared by experts in
•ochfpekT

Downey said that students
will also spend an average of
15 hours a week in seminars
and lectures, and will be
able to obtain credit for
courses
by
taking
an
examination

of the students and the job
opportunities available
One of the goals of the
projects. Downey said,
is
for the students to make
enough
money
in
these
projects where they get paid
to cover food, shelter, and
transportation expenses
He said expenses for the
faculty
supervisor
would
come from the University
budget, but would probably
cost less than educating one
student on campus lor two
years
Downev said students tor

Report oks Kleindienst
WASHINGTON i API The

May include
May 7-University

According to Downey, the
project will consist of 12
students and himself as
faculty supervisor who will
travel, work and study in
specific areas of the United
Stales for 15 months, the
equivalent of two academic
years
He said the 'visits" to
specific areas will be built
around a job experience in a
typical trade of the area.
such as migrant farmers.

day laborers in manpower
agencies,
and
salesmen
Hopefully some work will
take place in factories and
hospitals

IT accusations nixed

Senate
Judiciary
Committee
m
,i
report
urging
confirmation
ol
Hull.ml f,
Kleindienst i
nomination
as
attorne)
general rejects accusations
of a political deal in the
settlement
ol
antt trust
rates against International
Telephone
i
Telegraph
t'orp

A series of ten concerts
featuring
music
by
American composers will be
performed this month by
faculty and students from
the School of Music in
observance
of
American
Music Month
Concerts
scheduled
for

social worker who worked in
settlement houses throughout the country

Conn's most
popular models
now in stock.
See them now!

bread, beverage, dessert

$2.50

J&ittle (fclde
jUlluetc ^plioppe
138 N. MAIN
352-0170

This is

Sor^ettyr^g Different
945 South Main Street
Bowling Green.Ohip:
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Baseballers face Notre Dame
By FRED R. ORTLIP
AiiltUnl Sporti Editor
A three-game weekend set
at "faraway" Notre Dame is
on tap tor Bowling Green s
baseballers but events closer
to home will be of more
significance to coach Don
Purvis and his club
Purvis plans lo send Dan
Hebrl (2-0), MAC Player ol
the Week Jim Meerpohl i.'l I I
and either Jeff l.essig iHl
or
Kic
Richmond
c 1-2 >
againsi
i he
inconsistent
Fighting Irish for a single
game lodav and a twinbill
tomorrow
Bui
Purvis
makes no
bones about the doghghi
brewing among ihc leaders
of
the
glove nghi
Mid
American
Conference
pen n.i n i
race
' I' m
interested in how the Ohio
I Toledo
and
Western
Michigan Miami
series

comes
out."
remarked
Purvis
Those two series
will go a long way in
determining who wins the
MAC

WESTERN

I M.MACl

plays at Miami (8-1) while
Ohio (0-2-1 ilravels to Toledo
13-1-11 Bowling Green at 32 1
is third behind the
Redskins and Rockets

u

the

Falcons

< 13-8-

2 overall' can gel help Irom
Ohio and Western, they
could
conceivably
steal
away the MAC crown on the
last weekend of the season
against Toledo at Stellar
Field
But for now the order ol

business for Bowling Green
is playing Notre Dame a
team, on paper, probably
inferior to the Falcons
The Kighting Irish. !» 13,
going into last Tuesday's
game against I'tllsdale and

Wednesday's doubleheader
against Michigan, had lost
four of their previous six
ND HAS shown gaudy
losses to Ohio U 14-0 and 132). to Miami 112-2 and 12-31
and to Cincinnati 16-21 The
Falcons squashed Ohio. 6-5
and 4-2. and beat Cincinnati.
4-1 and 8-3 HCs three-game
series with
Miami
was
washed out
NI) coach Jake Kline, in
his 39th spring as head
baseball
mentor
will
probably
name
southpaw Huh Eich 14-I1 as
one ol his starters this
weekend First baseman Joe
LaRocca and third sackei
Bob Reschan were hitting
33H and
311 respectively
going into this week s play
After inserting several
second-liners into the lineup
in last Tuesday's loss to
Eastern Michigan, Purvis

Netters to try Bobcats
By DANCA8SEDAV
Sports Writer
Wealhei
permitting the
Falcon tennis Ic.iin will seek
its fourth straight victory
tomorrow when it invades
the Ohio University courts
tor a I p m encounter with
the Bobcats
The Bowling Croon nellers
arc ((lining nil a B 2 victory
over Kenl State Tuesday
which evened their Mid
American < onferencc record
at 1 I and improved then
overall standing at 8-8
In
the win
ovei
the
Flashes the falcons won all
but the lirst anil fourth sin
gles The lust iimililos match
was rained out in the thud
set with ilie score tied 3 3

IK. MI'.NTOIt K..In.ill ill

played reserved optimism
after the contest because "i
the closeness ol all but two
matches Brad Malcoms's6
4.8-2 triumph at hflh singles
and Tim Hoovers' M. 8-1
deleat al loin Hi singles
Gill
wasn't
despondent
about Tom Lighlvoet's lust
singles loss lo Kent ace
Garry
Levy
because
l.ightvoet
stretched Lew
to the tlebreakei point in the
third
set
before losing
l.ightvoet is still suffering
Stomach
pains
resulting
from an ulcerated colitis
condition
Tin' two Falcons who
pleased Gill most were third
singles Dan Ryan and sixth
singles Tim Powell Ryan
lost his first set 6 3 bill came
back to lake the next two

Shrine gome set
COLUMBUS
tAPi-The
National Collegiate Mhletlc
Association has approved
the lust annual Ohio Shrine
Bowl college all stai football
game The contest matching
50 seniors Irom 34 Ohio
coleges will be played here
Dec V
Jack Murphy who guided
the University ol Toledo to
Us third straight
Mnl
American Conference title
last tall Hill coach the Kasl
team
Jack Fouls nl the 1871 Ohm
Conference
king
Ohm
Wesleyan will coach the
West squad
Hast
assistant
coaches

will

be

By

Morgan

Hi
Findlaj
Ra) Callahan of
Cincinnati and Lee Trossell
ol
Baldwin-Wallace
Assistants lor Fouls include
Gordon Larson ol Akron.
Don
Nehlen ol
Bowling
Green and George Pill ol
Ohio Slate
Players will be selected
alter the 1972 season bv a
Shrine ,ui hoc committee
the game c o.idles and six

i iiuo sports wi Hers
Proceeds Irom the contest
will go to the Cincinnati
Burns Institute' a Shrine
hospital treating crippled
and Inn necl children

sets 7-5. 6-0

Powell came

from behind to win 7-6.8-3
Ryan was the one I was
really happy with
said
* .ill Tlic Falcon coach said
Ryan's Victim, Denny Burns,
earlier this season beat Pal
Birncy ol Western Michigan.
the defending MAC third singles champ Gill said Ryan's
victory over Burns should bo
a boost to Ryan s confidence
Gill won I carry Ryan's
confidence lo Athens, (>..
tomorrow because he thinks
the Falcons and the Bobcats
are pretty evenly matched
We could lie.it them ol
Inse lo (hem at every spot.

will switch back to his
regulars for this series The
MAC limit of 20 players on a
road trip keeps Purvis from
doing much experimenting,
since he'll need at least eight
pitchers of that total for the
three-game set..
"WE HOPE to come home
with at least two wins," said
Purvis "If we could have a
good weekend, we'd be on
the road to a pretty good
record " Purvis figured at
the outset of the season his

said ins greatest
concern is at number two
singles where Bill Ouilsenia
must
lace
Ohio's Craig
Kridel last years number
one singles The new Bobcat
number one is freshman Phil
Joffey ol Miami. Fla Gill
said Joffe) is a steady player
and could wear down Light
wiot
Tun Powell won I play
tomorrow because hell bo
attending his brother s wed
ding
Ron
Dredge will
replace him at sixth singles
and Tun Poover will replace
Powell as Dredge's number
three doubles partner
Coach Gill is looking for a
close
match
tomorrow
because the Falcons ami
Bobcats have had similar
scores with two MAC oppo
nenis OF beat Kenl 6-3 and
lost to Miami 7 2 HG lost to
Miami li 3

Vladimir Leopold l.'oryl and
Cornelius
Hue
Parsons
Cochrane do deserve each
other
in
then
miital
admiration society winch ienabling the Bowling Green
lacrosse learn lo develop
into
the
Mulwest .,
outstanding
spring

team

this

Mickei
Cochrane
ol
course,
is
the
veteran
Bowling Green head coach
who has guided the Falcons
to a 38-7 record in ihe last
four years that has included
one championship and three
second place linishes in the
Midwest
Lacrosse

long

names.

Bowling

Green's
"lacrosse
odd
couple have other things in
common Including the inner
dine and desire to put
lacrosse at or neai the topol
their personal priority list
'I lirst met Mickey when I
w.c. a senior at Ferncks
I'lgll School Pe was allei
about five of our players to
come lo Bowling Green
said Poryl
I was the only one who
derided not to come here
Even though I was accepted

1 decided lo stay close lo
home and play lacrosse lor
Nassau They have a great
lacrosse team and I was
lucky
enough
to
play
inidtleld on the team which
won
Ihe
national
championship m h>68
"We
beat
Baltimore
Junior College
for Ihe
championship and I guarded
and
out scored
John
Brizendine who came to
Bowling Green and became
an all American
Alter my first vear al

i^Bfr5* tS«r*,T«Br,F •"!»»SiJ*1*
,"C ;. k -•

•»BT;

association
Another
Midwest
championship in lacrosse is
now a distinct possibility
afler Cochranes stickmen
upset
nationally ranked
Denison II H two weeks ago
lo take over the leadership in
Ihe MI.A II was only the
third league loss in the- last
60 starts lor Denison
LADDIE HORYL is
a
newcomer
lo
the
BG
lacrosse scene even though
the Rosyln. N Y atlackman
is listed as a senior on the
Falcons roster l.'oryl has
played in five of BG's first
seven games and has scored
12 goals and nine assists to
rank second in team scoring
i figures
don't
include
Wednesday s
game
with
Kenyoni
While
sharing
the
misfortune of owning rather

laddie Horyl mevti into the attacking ion*
during

ihe

Michigan

game

earlier

this

season. Horyl has helped Ihe BG otlack lo
become one ol Ihe best in Ihe Midwest. In six
games this season Horyl has scored 14 goals
and nine assists.

-

.'
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for only home meet
p

By Jim Ferslle

•••■-

When Ihe track team hosts its first and only home meeting
againsi Central Michigan this weekend their players will be
praying for the one thing that has eluded them since the
beginning of Ihe season
No rain is UN request which will travel skyward
"What are the odds for having rain five weeks in a row?"
asked miler Bob McOmber. as he watched the rain al the
Ball Stale Relays last weekend
I'm beginning to Ihink a
rain cloud follows us wherever we go "
Ham or shine the most competitive events will feature
Central Michigan's Dave Dorr and the Falcon's Dave Fegley
in Ihe high and intermediate hurdles
An added attraction will be former Falcon Sid Sink running
an exhibition mile and half-mile with Dave Wotlle in Ihe
three mile
There is also a predeiction irom captain Ed Watkins. I'm
going to run 9 5 in the 100-yard dash and 21 Oin Ihe 220
The best prediction would be il Ihe weatherman said.
Saturday will be sunny and clear "

Linksmen tee-off
By JEFF MAYS
Sporti Writer

The Howling Green golfers
face another busy weekend,
traveling
to
Western
Michigan for the 10-team
Bronco
Invitational
tomorrow before hosting a
quadrangular
meet
with
Central
Michigan,
the
University of Michigan and
Ohio State University on
Tuesday
Coach John Piper will be
taking a look a I some new
faces in the Kronen match
with sophomores Jim Smith
and freshman Bill Ksch
making
their
first
appearances for BG this
season In a move designed
tn see bow the No 5 through
10 men play on a dillerent
course. Piper will leave the
Falcons top four men. Rick
Faulk. Ken Wallers. Scott
Masters and Tom Fortuna
behind

PLAYING in Iheir places
will bo Steve Blowers, Mark

Horyl bolsters attack
Although
they
don t
deserve
then
names

iWr

Thinclads prepare

he projected
GILL

club could knock off the
team record of 20 wins in a
spring, and although many
games have been lost to a
rain, that goal could still be
reached
The team needs seven
wins in the final 11 games of
the year.
Bowling Green returns
home for a short two-game
stand against Detroit on
Tuesday and Wavne State
on Friday
They play a
twinbill next Saturday at
Central Michigan

Nassau. I decided to drop out
ol school and join the marine
reserves It's probably the
biggest mistake 1 could have
made at that point in my life.
But Mickey kepi writing to
me all the time and I finally
decided that 1 owed it lo him
to come to BG and finish my
education here." Poryl said.

McConnell and Jim Stone
and Mike Gardner with
Smith and Ksch rounding out
the Wi six
"I want lo see luiw thev
handle 3H holes in one day on
a deficient course," Piper
said "Bui we're still going
up there to win and il
everybody plays well we can
win "
TEN TEAMS will compete
in the second edition ol the
tournament
including
defending champion Kent
Slate New teams in the field
are
Marshall.
Eastern
Michigan
and
Central
Michigan
Other
teams
included
BG.
Toledo.
Northern Illinois. Indiana
State. Illinois Slate and host
WM1
Three of the teams will gel
a sneak preview ol the course
today as Western will host
an IK hole triangular with
Marshall
and
Northern
Illinois
Too oil time is K a in
tomorrow on the Gull Lake
View golf course for the 36hole event
The quadrangular meet on
Tuesday will be the last
home appearance of the year
lor IIC who hopes to keep
their meet record of 5-3
above the 500 mark Tee-off
time is 12:30p.m.

N«wn»l»ef by Gene J. Putter
Falcon firstbasemon, Mark Ammons barely gets back to the

Scamper

sack on an attempted pick-off play in Ihe 8-3 loss againsi
Eastern Michigan. The Falcons traveled to Noire Dame this
weekend for a three game series.

Can stickers rebound?
By JACK CARLE
Sports Editor
An attempt to bounce back
from a heart-breaking 11-7
loss
lo
Kenyon
College
Wednesday will be made by
the Bowling Green lacrosse
learn tomorrow in Athens
The Falcons will be on the
road to play the Ohio Univer
sily club team in a nonleague affair
tomorrow
before returning to home
grounds next weekend to
play league foe Ohio State
Coach Mickey Cochrane
will be trying to put the
pieces together after watching his team fall apart in the
second hall against Kenyon
as the Lords scored six
"unanswered" goals in the
first 14 minutes of the third
period
"We went completely lo
pieces
commented Coch
rane "It's really upsetting
lo see your learn do everything wrong We tried to
regroup but we were outplayed, out-hustled and outcoached

"We lost all our poise and
made mistake after mistake." Cochrane said "It
was really devasling to see
you're team go lo pieces
"KENYON PLAYED a
great
game."
Cochrane
added "We let them have
their way with us We didn t
play our game We had been
averaging eight assists a
game but got only one
yesterday We didn't play as
a ".earn, we had too many
solo attempts "
The loss was more than
just a loss because it hurt the
Falcons in several ways The
deleat put the league into a
three-way
tie with
BG,
Kenyon and Denison all hav
ing one loss The team s 16th
national ranking will also go
down because of the loss and
Ihe hopes for an NCAA bid
might have been hampered
by the defeat
In Ihe league. Kenyon i not
Denison as reported yosler
day i will play one more Mid
west Lacrosse Association
i MI.A i game when they play

By KENNY WHITE
Assistant Sports Editor
Well fans, the coaching
staff have finally witnessed
a dream almost come true
The dream was some of
theii players going in Ihe
first round in the football
draft
That dream came true in

make believe fashion as on
Wednesday
night
four
players held a mini draft to
pick
players
for
next
Saturday's annual Brown vs
White spring game
Rick Newman and Tony
Bell were the first players
that were tabbed by their
respective teams Newman
went in the first round to the

Green."
commented
Cochrane "He's not a great
natural athlete, but he's
worked very hard lo make
his
slick
become
an
extension of his body That
can
be
the
difference
between a good and a great
lacrosse player.
Laddie
ranks on a
par
with
Brizendine and it's just a
shame that we will only have
him for one season "

Ceerteev el News Senke

The BG golf team displays the hardware they picked up last

Victors

Ashland, and neither lit. 01
Denison play Ashland
The reason for this is that
Ashland
got
recognition
later, from the I'nited State
Intercollegiate
Lacrosse
Association (I'SILA i and the
Falcons were powerless lo
schedule Ashland
The Lords had already
scheduled Ashland before
the season and could win the
championship on a percentage but Cochrane indicated
that deciding the championship might take a coaches
vote But all three teams
involved would have to win
the rest of their league con
tests

HOWEVER.

THE

foremost
thing
on
Cochrane s mind is Ol and
if BG can bounce back
"I'll be surprised if we
don't come back
Cochrane
commented
If we don't
there is something wrong
The Ol' club is 4 0 in the
club division and 4-2 overall
having lost to Kenyon and
Denison

Game time at Ol' is2p in

Footballers pick squads

"LADDIE IS certainly one
of the finest lacrosse players
we've ever had at Bowling

Horyl
is
not
even
experiencing a "full" yearof
lacrosse at Bowling Green
this spring Pe missed two
games this year t Denison
and Michigan Statei due to
the untimelv death of his
father
Although Poryl will have
only one season to display
his lacrosse skills at Bowling
Green, his best years in
lacrosse could still be ahead
of him "1 want very much to
become a lacrosse coach."
said
Poryl
I've given
myself Ihe goal of wanting to
coach a college team at the
national championships in 10
years '

.

Saturday for Iheir third consecutive victory in the Falcon
Invitational. Standing left to right are Tom Fortuna, Rick Faulk,
Ken Walters, Mike Gardner, Scott Masters and coach John
Piper. Sitting in front is Steve Blowers.

brown team, while Bell was
picked up in the first round
by the white team
The procedure of the draft
was very simple, as two
seniors who were picked by
the coaching staff handled
the nicking chores
Tony
Kijanko. a quick tackle anil
Fred Sturt. a strong guard
took the reins and proceeded
to chose what looks to be two
strong evenly match squads
for the game
Before the drafting was
started Kijanko and Sturt
picked co-captains to help
them form a team Kijanko
picked saftey Gary Seeman
as his co-captain, and Sturt
took defensive end
Bill
Monti ie as his
After the co-captains were
selected the coin was tossed
again and the sides were
picked Sturt won the toss
again and chose to become
the white team The coin
was tossed in the air one
more time to choose the
coaches Kijanko won the
toss
and
tabbed
Gary
Tranquill
and
Carlos
Jackson as their mentors
Sturt and Montrie chose
Dale Strahm
and
Ron
Chismar as their coaches
Mere is a list of some of
the performers on each
squad
The brown team
Newman.
Kijanko.
John
Brandyberry. Mark Beach.
Reid
Lamport.
Jamie
Henneberry. Greg Brewton.
Bill Centa. Gary Zelonis.
Kevin Taylor. Dave Turner.
Jim
Macry
and
Pete
Kisielewski
The white team
Roger
Wallace.
Sturt.
John
Czerwinski. Greg Meczka.
Bell.
Joe
Babies.
Don
Dillingham. John Villapiano.
Myron
Wilson.
Jesse
Greathouse. Mark Brown.
Don
Albrecht.
Earl
Hargrove and Tom Fisher

